Central locomotor and cognitive effects of a NPFF receptor agonist in mouse.
NPFF receptors are expressed in several brain regions directly or indirectly involved in cognition and behavior. However, the cognitive effects of the NPFF system have been poorly studied. Therefore, the aim of our study was to analyze the effects of i.c.v. injections of 1 DMe, a stable agonist of NPFF receptors, on behavioral and cognitive performances in C57BL/6J mice. We measured locomotor activity, and an open field with objects was used to estimate the ability of mice to react to spatial changes and to measure short-term retention of information. The Morris navigation task was used to evaluate the acquisition, as well as long-term retention of a hippocampo-dependent spatial memory with a distributed training procedure. Finally, 1 DMe was tested in a contextual fear conditioning paradigm to study its effect on long-term memory of contextual information acquired in a single training session. Altogether, our results demonstrate a small but complex influence of the NPFF system on mouse behavior. 1 DMe injected i.c.v. induces a delayed hyperlocomotion and mildly impairs both short-term and long-term spatial memory processing without affecting contextual fear memory.